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Sib,

The period of five years for which tlie grant for the search for, and the conser-

vation of, Sanskrit manuscripts was last made will expire on the 31st of March 1911.

As it is desirable that the grant should be renewed, I have the honor to submit the

following report of the operations in connection with the search, and I hope the report

will enable you to make the application.

During the years under review I was in charge of the operations. During the

first half T was in Government employ as Principal of the Sanskrit College, Calcutta.

But during the latter half I had no regular appointment and F could devote the

greater portion of my time to original research.

Shortly after my retirement from Government service in November 1908, Sir

Thomas Holland, tlie then President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, pointed out, that

without a good descriptive catalogue, the large collection of manuscripts, made mainly

by me, during a period of 20 years from 1891, is not available to scholars outside

Calcutta, and asked me to put up a note how best to prepare a catalogue. My note was
discussed at a meeting of the Society and I volunteered my services. My offer was
accepted, but as I was then in charge of a bureau of information in matters relating to

History, Religion. Usages and Folk-lore for the benefit of the Civil Officers in Bengal,

sanction was asked for from Government to permit me to undt^i'take this new work and
the sanction was readily accorded.

Pandit Rakhal Candra Kavyatirtha, who joined me as travelling pandit in 1892

and worked faitlifully for 18 years, died suddenly in October 1908. He did very
good service and was constantly on the move, and he understood his business. By his

death I lost a very valuable assistant. His place was given to Pandit NanI Gopal
Banerji, who combines with a sound knowledge of Sanskrit Grammar and Literature,

a working knowledge of English. For the last two years T have derived much
assistance from him. Pandit A.sutos Tarkatirtha still continues to be a travelling

pandit, and Pandit .Mathura Nath Mazumdar Kavyatirtha the resident pandit.

During the period inider review«three volumes of Notices of Sanskrit manuscripts

have been completed ; two volumes, the 3rd and the 4tli, of Notices of Sanskrit manu-
scripts in private libraries of Bengal, and an extra volume embodying the results of my
examination in 1907 of the additions made to the Durbar Library, Nepal, from 1898 to

1906.

I made a rather prolonged stay at Katmandu in order to examine the additions

referred to above, and several short trips to Benares, Puri and other places in Northern
India, for the examination of private libraries and also for the collection of manuscripts.



Pandit Rakhal Candra travelled in Nurth Behar and Western Bengal, and Pandit

Asutos in the districts of 24-Parganas and Hooghly.

The number of manuscripts collected during the five years is 2,013; 625 others have

been examined for the purposes of acquisition but could not be acquired for want of

funds. Six leaves in what Dr. A. F. R. Hcernle called Central Asian Brahmi have

been acquired from a Russian traveller, V. Kara, Esq., who brought them from the

Taklamakan desert.

The experience of so many years has given me some knowledge of where valuable

manuscripts are to be found. In tlie early part of my career manuscripts were very

seldom in the market. Pandits thought it very disgraceful to sell or even to show their

manuscripts. Thanks to the search for Sanskrit manuscripts all over India and to the

Oriental scholars of Europe who come to travel in India, this state of affairs has changed.

Large collections can now be purchased, and several such collections have come to my
knowledge. One of these containing 6,600 and odd manuscripts was offered to me, but

I could not find funds for it. Professor A. A. Macdonell, however, to whom I showed

the manuscripts in February 1908, applied to Lord Curzon as Chancellor of the Oxford

University, and he wired to Maharaja Sir Chander Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana, who

supplied the necessary funds and requested me to purchase the collection, which he then

jjresented to the Bodelian Library.

Similar and perhaps more valuable collections may be acquired if funds are

forthcoming.

In the year 1909 two collections of manuscripts were acquired from Benares :

—

One from Hare Krsna Vyasa, who was a Sarasvata Brahmana of the highest

distinction in the Punjab. He came early in liis life to Benares and died at the ripe age

of 90 in the year 1894 A.D., leaving a collection of about 3,000 manuscripts to his sons,

Hrsikesa and Vidyadhara. Vidyadliara sold a part of his share of the paternal collection

to the Sanskrit College, Benares, and a part to German and Enghsb manuscript collectors.

Hrsikeia died in May, 1909, and his share has been secured for the Government of India.

The other from Laksminaraj'ana Kavi,who was a Bhat Brahmana from the Punjab.

He died in 1909, aged 80, after a residence of 58 years at Benares. He also was a

noted Pandit of his time and collected a large number of manuscripts from various sources.

The co^Dy of the ilahabharata in his collection belonged originally to Sadananda Vyasa,

who was the chief expounder of the Puranas at the Vyasa Pitha at Valujika Faras in the

city of Benares, during the last quarter of the l5>th and the first quarter of the 19th

century.

Laksmmarayana hq'^ a widowed daughter-in-law, who sold his collection of Sanskrit

manuscripts to the Government of India.

In the year 1905 appeared the catalogue of tlie palm-leaf and selected paper-leaf

manuscripts in the Durbar liibrary, Nepal. In 190() some copies were presented to His

Highness the ]\Iaharaja of Nepal. In acknowledging receipt of these he sent a list of

new acquisitions to the Library-, which I was very anxious to examine. The Govern-

ment of Bengal and the Asiatic Society permitted me to proceed to Nepal during the

summer vacation of 1907, and I set out with two Assistants. We sat in the library for

nearly two months and carefully examined not only the new collection but a large

number of other manuscripts placed before me by the courtesy of Subba Visnuprasada

Raj-bhandarl, who brought them from private libraries for my examination. His Highness

the Maharaja took a personal interest in our work and often enquired as to our progress.

The Resident of Nepal, IMajor Manners Smith, also watched the progress of our work

with great interest. The result of our examination is embodied in a recent volume

It contains descriptions of numerous Tantrika and Buddhist manuscripts copied before

the Muhammadan conquest of Bengal in 1198, namely—
Bhagavatyah Svedayah Yathalabdha Tantraraja . . 1029 A.D.

UsnIsavijayadharanI .. .. .. 96S ,,

A soUtary leaf of Catuspitha-Sadhana saiuksepa . • 1045 ,,
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title of Khan. A discoveiy of the other parts of the encyclopaedia would be exceedinglv

interesting, because in the two parts already brought to light, the author shewn a masterlv

grasp of his subject, and his Library soems to have been a very comprehensive one.

A work has been described in this catalogue under the name of Caryacarya-

viniscaya, copied in the 12th century Bengali handwriting, containing a Sanskrit and

Sahajiya commentary on a collection of Bengali kirtana songs composed by Lui,

Kukkuri, Birva, Gundari, Catila, Bhu^ukru, Kahna, Dombi, Mahinta, Saraha,

Dheguna, Santi, Bhade, Tandaka, Rautu, Kankana, Jayanandl, Dhamma, and

Savara. This is the earliest Bengali collection of songs known, and the songs must go

back to the 8th and 9th centuries, as some of the writers are known to belong to this

period, and so the composition of the songs, their collection, and its commentary must •

have taken at least 200 or 300 years. Another small Bengali work entitled Dohakosa

by Kahna contains 32 verses in ancient Bengali. It also has a Sanskrit commentary

of the Sahajiya School. Some of these verses will be found quoted in Subhasitasam- -

graha edited by the late Prof. Bendall, and I have reason to think that the Tangui

collection of t!ie Tibetans contains a translation of these Dohas.

Raja Rajendra Lala Alittra edited the Astasahasrika Prajiiaparamita from six

manuscripts. I have also examined a score of manuscrij^ts of this work, ancient and

modern , some of tliem written during tlie reigns of the Pala kings of Bengal. In all of

them twenty-one verses precede the prose, and we, all of us, thouglit that the twenty-

one verses were part and parcel of the work, but in 1907 when in Nepala I got a very

dilapidated old manuscript on ))alm-leaf of this work in which the prose is preceded by

afJlf^« ^TS^wi!^ 1 This for the first time opened my eyes to the fact that the Prajna-

paramitas are all in prose and that the verses form a different work. But I wondered what

Rahula Bhadra's Krti could be. All previous leaves of this manuscript were gone, and

^o I began to look more carefully and found four letters preceding the statement

aifWfK^ TTS^«5^'' I These letters are "sfWwr '
I And I found in R. Mittra's edition,

those to be the last letters of the twentieth verse. So the fii^st twenty verses in

liajendra Lala i\Iittra's edition aie a work by Rahula Bhadra in praise of P. P. The

twenty-first verse is a mevf ' '(^f^r ' and could have been composed by any one but the

author.

This encjuraged me to examine the manuscripts of other recensions of Prajiiapara-

mita, and I took np the Paficaviaigatisahasrika Prajnaparamita, which, in Rajendra

Lai's and Bendall's descriptions. Kegin with ver.ses. The verses continue for many

pages, and there are colophons indicating chaptei's. That increased my wonder. It

cannot be a hymn like that of Rahula Bahadra, and I continued turning over tlie

leaves, till I came to 'the last colophon of the versified portion, ^fff '^tw^^ifT^if^Kf^^

^fwgji^T^i^TTJrT^ 5(«riT^n«ft^Tt^ '*r?»ns«Ii^; i Then the prose began v^ T^jr ^fl^^figrff ^fl^

HMTSfetc. Kvidi ntly the vcrsiiied work was " 'flfw^wm^ivnc " which was designed for

interpreting Prajiiaparamita, and it was by Maitreyanatha. I turned over the leaves,

and when I came to the last leaf I found a statement to the effect that 25,000 Prajna-

paramita is a recast according to the teaching of Abhisamayalaqikara, and, according

to the numbers of the chapters of that work, was divided mto eight chapters. Of what

recension of the Prajiiaparamita it is a recast cannot be positively stated ; but in all

probabihty it is the Astasahasrika recension in thirty-two chapters or parivartas which

has been recast.

The Pancaviiisati-sahasrika Prajiiaparamita was twice translated into Chinese

between 265 and 316 A.D. The antiquity of the translation shows the antiquity of the

work. The Prajiiaparamitas are written in the form of a dialogue between Buddha and

his followers. They begin in the traditional form :— ^' ^i ^^»r^*%sf W^ vjw\^^ etc But

they are really the works of Nagarjuna. It is said that he had recovered them

from the nether world. In some Prajnaparamita manuscripts it is written at the end

siniTwi^sj <irfi.«T^flT, as if they were lost to this world and Nagarjuna recovered them.

Nagarjuna is said to have flourished 50 years after Kaniska's great council, that is,



about the middle of the second century A.D. Maitreyanatha , therefore, must have

flourished between 150 and 265 A.D.

In noticing the manu'^cript of Paneaviriisatisahasiika, Dr. R. Mittra cciuld not find

that another work was embodied in it. Professor Bendall noticed that there was

another work, but he thought it was an introductory work. He didn't grasp that it

was according to this small treatise that P. P. had been recast, and also why the strange

colophon was given there. So the Abhisamayalamkara eluded the research of two

such eminent scholars for nearly 30 years.

Prof. Stcherbatskoi during his visit to Calcutta last November said that he discovered

the Abhisamayalarhkara five years ago. And this was discovered by me at Katmandu

in Nepal in the summer of 1907 independently of his researches.

A new but older version of the Dakarnava has been obtained, wliich contains more

matter in a curious vernacular, perliaps the mother of Bengali, than is usually found in

ordinary manuscript copies of that work. In fact the few Sanskrit verses in each section

simply introduce the vernacular matter. The manuscrijjt is written in the 1 1th century

Newari on thick paper wliich has grown brown with age. The paper i.s not of Mahomo-

dan manufacture and is, perhaps, the old paper called Vdmsapatra paper by the

Nepalese and Daphne paper by Europeans, of which many fragments have been obtain-

ed from Central Asia. The manuscript belongs to the Durbar Library, Nepal.

The Hararaekhala has a '
' chaya

'

' or Sanskrit translation in verse. It also has a

commentary in Sanskrit. Raja Pratapa Malla of Katmandu, a contemporary of

Aurangzeb, made a careful copy of Haramekhala. The "chaya" and the commentary

on palm-leaf are enclosed in gilded and beautifully decorated boards. The manuscript is

now the property of the Librarian of the Durbar Library , Nepal. When the manuscript

was first shewn to me, the unusual thickness of the last leaf roused my suspicions. I

dipped it in water, and witli a little manipidation found that two leaves were glued

together into one. The glued pages contained a panegyric on Pratapa Malla. The infer-

ence was irresistible that some one stole the manuscript and, to prevent detection, glued

together those pages which would reveal the name of the real owner.

The Rajas of Kanauj belonging to the Rathora or Gaharwar family were staunch

Hindus. Among them Govinda Caudra was specially famous for his orthodoxy. It

was at his court that Laksmldliara made the first great compilation of Smrti yet known.

Govinda Candra, however, had a Buddliist wife, and she presented a copy of Astasahas-

rika, which is to be found in the Diu-bar Library, to a Buddhist Vihara.

Bodliicaryavatara is a work written by Santideva in the 7th century A.D. It is a

philosophic work of the highest importance to Buddliism. In the Durbar Library, how-

ever there is a work entitled BodhicaryavataranuSaiiisa. It is Bodliicaryavatara itself

with a few verses added botli in the beginning and at the end. The object of the added

verses is to show that it is an interlocution between Asoka and Upa Gupta. This is

tlie way in which History has been perverted by ignorant monks of later times

Works on Dhanurveda are very rare. Hence the discovery of Kodanda Sastra

attributed to Dilipa may be considered an important one. It treats of how a bow is to

be made, how arrows are to be aimed, etc. Greater reliance, however, is placed on

mantras and incantations than on the actual skill in archery.

The following is an analysis of the MSS. acquired for Government.

Astronomy.—Bhrgu Saiphita is an extremely rare astrological work. A work of

this name was acquired at Sangha in Nepal in 1897, which however proved to be a

work on yoga. In 1909 ten parts of the Astronomical Vhrgu Saqiliita rurming over

38,000 glokas were acquired at Benares. The work is divided according to the rasis.

Two more rasis would complete the work. Gargasaqiliita is still more rare, but a portion

of it was acquired in the same year. Two manuscripts of the Vrddhayavanajataka have

been acquired, one with a Hindi Commentary by ^lahadeva. This is in 8,000 verses of

the Indravajra metre and is often attributed to Minaraja. This is a work distinct from

Yavanajataka translated by Yavanacarya from the original Greek, and versified by



Sphujidhvaja into 4,000 verses of the Indravajra metre now in the Durbar Library,

Nepal.

Mimamsa.- Savara's Mlmaiiisa-Bhasya was commented upon by Kumarila in

verse and also in prose. The verse portion extends to the first Pada of the first chapter.

Vii3ve8vara Bhatta, nicknamed Gaga Bhatta on account of his bellowing voice, con-

tinued the sloka commentary to the end of the work and entitled it Sivarkodaya, a ]\IS. of

which lias been acquired during the years under review. In the Hare Krsna Vyas coHeo-

tion there is a new commentary on tlie Sutras by a modern pandit named Rarae.svaia.

Grammar.—Bhartrhari is said to have revived the study of Panini in the 7th

century A.D. by writing his karikas, known as Harikarikas or Vakyapadiya. A jiart

of the work was published in Benares years ago, but the publication could not be

proceeded with for want of manuscript materials. A complete manuscript has however

been acquired. Lokesvara was a well-known writer on the Sarasvata school of Grammar.

He was an inhabitant of Vidyanagara. This shews the area which five centuries ago

was influenced by that grammar. Apa§abdakandana by Bhatta DhaneSvara is a curious

work according to which there is no .such thing as ungrammatical language ; and if

there is any use for Grammar it is only for religious purposes, Grammar being one of the

Vedangas and helping one to understand the vedic rules for the performance of sacrifices.

Radha Krsna of Lahore, the son of Madhusudana who was the priest of Maharaja

Ranajit Simha, wrote a work on grammatical roots in Sanskrit. A copy of tliis work

was found in the collection of Laksmlnarayana kavi. Pandit Radha Krsna started the

search of Sanskrit manuscripts by moving the Government of Lord Lawrence.

Of the eight schools of Sanskrit Grammar the Jinendra school is the least known.

Twelve or thirteen years ago a description of the work appeared in the pages of the

" Indian Antiquary" and a search was at once instituted at Benares to find if a copy of

that work was available. At last a manuscript was traced in one of the richest Jaina

upasrayas in that city and a copy procured for Government.

Upasargartha-samgraha : Krisnacarya gives in 19 verses the meanings of all Sans-

krit prefixes, and ^vrite8 a commentary on it himself. Vaijala Bhupati was a Cauhan

Zemindar of four parganas in the district of Patna in the first half of the 17th century.

He employed a Pandit named Jagamohan to prepare a topographical account of India

entitled Desavali-vivrti, six volumes of which are to be found in tlie Sanskrit College

Library, Calcutta. He wrote a short treatise on Grammar entitled Prabodhacandrika,

which has been collected in these years.

Upanisads.—The Hare Krsna collection is specially rich in manuscripts of Upani-

' sad literature. Of the Vrhadaraiiyaka, it contains commentaries by Nilakantha and by

Nityanandasarma. It is a well-known fact that the Vrhadaranyaka. commented upon

by Saipkaracarya, belongs to the KanvaSakha of the White Yajurveda. But this collec-

tion has vrtti commentaries by Nilakantha Dviveda Ganga and by Vasudeva-Brahma

Bhagavan on the Vrhadaranyaka of the Madhyandina-Sakha of the White Yajurveda.

There are several Upanisads in this collection commented upon by Damodara Sastri, a

name unknown to Aufrecht. The commentary on the Prasna Bhasya by Narayanen-

dra, and Svetasvataropanisadvivarana by Jnanottama, appear to be altogether new.

The Laksminarayan collection has a curious work under the name of Atharvanopanisad

which magnifies the importance of the name of Rama.

Nyaya.—Tarkacandrika by Vigesvara?ram is a short work on the Gautama Sutrar.

in the form of a Vrtti. Roghudeva Nyayalankara flourished at Navadvip in the beginning

of the 18th century. He wrote many treatises on the modern sy.stem of Nyaya, two

of which Visayatavada and Samagrivada have been acquired.

Nyaya Bodhini by Govardhana is an unknown commentary on Tarka-Sanigraha

by Annam Bhatta.

Tarkasamgraha and its commentary Dipika are weU known. But Dipika Prakasa

by Nilakantha Bhatta, the son of Rama Bhatta, was not known.

In the Hare Krsna collection there are many valuable manuscripts of Nyaya works.
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They are generally complete and correct. Two of these, Nvaya Kautnkn and Nyftya-

Siddhanta-Saipgraha, seem to be unknown to Aufrecht.

Vcdanta.— Of che Vedanta works, Vedanta-Parijata by Sadananda, with a com-

mentary entitled Vedanta-ParijatarManjarl by the author himself has been added to the

collection. The commentary is not in Aufrecht, but unfortunately the manuscript

obtained is incomplete.

Aufrecht says in vol. 1. of Cat. Cat. that the name Vedanta-Vibhavana belongs to

two works, one by Narayana Yati, and the other by Narayaaacarya. But he corrects

the statement in vol. II. by saying that the work and the commentary are both by

Narayana tirtha. For the statement in the first volume his authorit}- is Keilhorn's list,

and for that in the second, the catalogue of Ulwar manuscripts. The manuscript No. 8562

of our collection says that the text is by Narayana Yati , and the commentary is by

Narayanatirtha. But these may be one and the same person, as both are discipl&s of

Rama Govinda and students of Vasudeva.

Tripuri, attributed to Samkaracarya , is a short but comprehensive work on the

Upanisads. It is called Tripuri because it'is divided into three chapters called pura.

Abhinava Gupta, a renowned Saiva writer of Kashmere, flourished about the end of

the 10th century. At the request of his friend Lorharka, Abhinava Gupta wrote a com-

mentary on the Bhagavatgita. The author was a Saiva, yet, he wrote a commentary

on the Gita which Vaisnavas claim as their own. The commentary will be regarded as

a very valuable acquisition. The manuscript was copied by Visvanatha Agnihotri in

the Saka year 1660. He got his original from Atmaram, a Kashmiri Pandit. The

commentarj' seems to have been before that confined to Kashmir only. Abhinava

Gupta gives the following genealogy of his Gui"u Induraja. His father was Bhutiraja,

grandfather Samsukhya, who belonged to Katyayana gotra.

Paramahaqisaparivrajakacaryamarganirupanam by Vaikunthapurl Saiikaracarya,

takes the twelve well-known texts from various Upauisadas, embodying the highest

spiritual truth, and shews how a Sannyasi is to rise gradually to the condition of

Brahman.

An important work of the Ramanuja School, by Ramanuja liimself , is Vedartha

Samgraha, which within a short compass gives the substance of the entire Upanisad

literature according to his mode of interpretation.

Smrti.—Acaradipa by Nagadeva has not been jjroperly described anywhere. It

is sometimes quoted by subsequent writers. A complete manuscrijjt of his work has

been acquired. It was copied by a Srimali Brahmana named Raghunatha at Sirohi in

Samvat 1703.

Yamasmrti is one of the 20 authoritative Sauihitas. But manuscripts of Yama are

all unsatisfactory. Eggeling describes one wliich seems to be a little fuller. Our

manuscript seems to be different from his and contains 100 Slokas.

IMadhavi Karika, by Madhavacarya on Kala, contains a number of vt-rses

giving the substance of his great work on Kala known as Kalanirnaya or Kala-

madhaviya. These verses have given rise to a large body of literature in the form of

commentaries, abridgements, etc. But the Karikas themselves were not known. They

have now been found and acquired for Government collection.

Nirnayoddliara is a short treatise on Smrti, embodying and criticising the essential

points of Nirnaya Siudhu by Kamalakara Bhatta.

Smrti Kavxmudi by Madanapala treats of the ritual of Sudras. It has been

obtained in a fragmentary condition. A discovery of a complete manuscript would

be very interesting, as Madanapala was a patron of many Pandits, and the Madaua
parijata in Smrti and Madana Vinoda Nighaiitu in Vaidyaka were compiled under his

supervision and attributed to liim.

The Caturvinsatimataui is quoted, but no manuscript of the work was available for

a long time. But it is regarded as a work of a great authority, having the sanction of

24 great Ksis. Two copies of the work, however, have been recently acquired.
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Yogi Yajnavalkya which is to be distinguished from the Yajfiavalkya Samhita has

been acquired.

Samkhya.—The Bibliography of the Samkhya school of Philosophy is very small.

Practically the original works are three only, each of which has a number of commen-

taries. Fitzgerald HaU in hi§ edition of the Samkhyasara gave a complete Biblio-

graphy of these commentaries in 1862, and nothing has been added up to now". A

copy of Samkhya-kraniadipika was found in the Hare Krsna Vyasa collection. It is a

beautiful manuscript luid verj- correctly written. It is in tlie ancient Sutra-form,

thougli Hall says it is a modern work. T compared it with otlier manuscripts of the work,

and my impression was that it was very old. But in one of the last chapters it quotes

wliat seems to be the pratikas of tlie Sainkhyakarikas, without naming Tsvarakrsna.

The pratikas quoted are 11 in number. A further examination of this work is

necessary , as in it are embodied the 22 siitras which go under the name of Kapila

,

and also the interlocutors in some manuscripts at least are Kapila and Asuri. the

first two great teachers of the Sanikhya system. Asuri is so old that he is not men-

tioned in the Mahabharata, although the third Sainkhya writer, Pancasikha, is men-

tioned there.

Samkhya-tattva-kaumudi-Vyakhya , a short but a very clear, anonymous exposition

of Vacaspati Misra's work, has been acquired.

Kapila Sutra Vrtti, a short treatise on the 22 Sutras of Kapila, is unknown to

Aufrecht, though known to Hall.

Samkhyartha^tattvapradipika is an independent treatise on the Sainkhya school of

philosophy by Kesava, son of Sadananda and grandson of Kesava Bhatta.

Yoga.—Yogamaniprabha by Ramananda Sarasvati has been noticed by Rajendra

Lai ;Mittra in No. 2058. The new collection has an anonymous commentary on it

entitled Svasanketa.

Kavya —Fragmentary copies of two commentaries on Xai.sadhacarita have been

added to the Government collection, one by Vidyadhara and the other bj' Narahari.

The latter seems to have been known to Vidyaranya Yogi. His father was Svayambhu

and his mother was Nalamaya. He belonged to the Telugu country. Vacaspati Jlisra

in his Tattvakanmudi says that the sons of Madalasa obtained emancipation very

easily owing to theii" merits acquired in previous births. In this collection there is a

short poem in 8 verses attributed to Madalasa. She addresses her sons on the essential

points of emancipation. The verses are charmingly beautiful.

Piyusalahari, a century of verses in lionour of Ganga by the well-known Jagan-

natha Pandita Raja, has been imitated by Ganesa Prasada under tlie patronage of Lai

Bahadur. This poem is named Gangalahari and was composed in Sainvat 1911.

A very interesting work, Kuresavijayakavy^a, has been acquired, which gives the

account of the preaching of Ramanuja's doctrine, by one of his pupils, Kuresa, who has

temples dedicated to him in Southern India. The word Mjaya here means conquest,

not by swords but by arguments.

Gita Girisakavya b^^ Rama Bhatta, the son of Srinatha Bhatta, is a work in twelve

chapters, in imitation of Jayadeva's Gita Govinda, tlie theme of the work being the

amorous sports of Siva and Parvati, that is, Girlsa and Gouri.

Vidyaraaiijari by Dhare5vara,the son of Kesava Mi§ra,m two chapters on the bene-

fits of learning, is very interesting as haiUng from Kamarupa in Assam, being composed in

the Saka year 1736, that is, about ten years before the British conquest of tlat country.

Rhetoric.—No work on Rhetoric is so widely studied as Kavyaprakasa. It has

a commentary entitled Kavyapradipa by ^lahamahopadhyaya Govinda. This again

has a comentarv entitled Prabha, by Vaidyanatha Bhatta, the son of Rama Bhatta,

wliich has been acquired.

Arthalamkara Maiijari, by Nirmala Bhatta and not Alaipkara ilaiijari as mentioned

by Aufrecht, is a short work on the figures of speech which depend purely on the meaning.

Cuanjiva Sarma flouxished about 200 years ago under the patronage of Yasovanta



Ray, a Naib Dewan under Miirsid Kiili Kliaii. Ho was a (Jhatterji I'lid wrote

many books. His Vidvanniodatarafigini is well known. That he wrote a work on

Alamkfira was not known. In tiie present collection there is a work entitled Kavya-

vilasa by him in two bhafigi.s: the first is on Rasa and tiio .second on Aiaiakara. A

copy of Vrttaratnavali is also included in this collection.

Kavyapraka?odaharana Candrika by Vaidyanatha, the sou of Rama Bhatta, gives an

explanation of tlie verses quoted as examples in the Kavyaprakasa.

Candraloka by Jaydeva is a work on Rhetoric often described by competent

scholars. But its commentary by the famous Gaga Bhatta was not so well known.

Laksmlnarayana had a copy, which now belongs to the Government collection.

Kamalakara Bhatta is a well-known Smrti writer, but he wrote on other subjects

too. His commentary on the Kavyaprakasa has many new features.

Sauddhodani wrote numbers of sutras on Rhetoric, and Ke§ava Misra commented

upon them. The commentator wrote seven other works on Rhetoric, but they were so

philosophical that ordinary people could not understand them. He therefore wrote this

commentary, Alaiiikara Sekhara, under the patronage of Jlanikya Candra, whose grand-

father Rama Candra died in a sanguinary war between a Sultan of Delhi and a King of

Kaula. The dynasty to which Ram Candra, his son Dharma Candra and his son

Manikya Candra belonged is said to have its origin in Susarma.

Prosody.—Bandha KaumudI by Gopinatha is a curious work on writing verses in

various diagrams. This sort of versification is very old. Dandl treats of it in his

Kavyadarsa. Latterly this became the prevalent form of versification in India, and

those who could write bandluis were regarded as great poets.

Valasiksopadesa by Siddhesvara Kavi is an elementary treati.se on Prosody, un-

known to Aufrecht.

Vrttaratnavali by Cirailjiva Sarma gives rules of versification and at the same time

panegyrizes Yasovanta Ray, the naib-Dewan of Dacca, the author's patron.

Krsnadeva Tripathi, the son of Jayagopala and grandson of Raghupati , wrote a work
on Prosody under the patronage of Janakiprasada Siiiiha, the son of Devaklnandana

Simha, in Samvat 1879. It is entitled Chandah prastarasarani and follows the Sutras

of Piiigala.

Purana. —Nagoji Bhatta was the greatest pandit of the 18th century. There is

no branch of Hindu learning in which he has not written commentaries on standard

works. He wrote a commentary on .Candi. This collection contains one by him. The

manuscript is written by three different hands and on three different kinds of paper.

Several Puranas, known only in quotations, have been acquired, viz., Vahni-

purana, AuSanasa-purana, Adityapurana, Vasistha-purana and Parananda-purana.

Tantra.—The number of Tantrika works in this collection is not small. But they

are not of much historic interest. The following are, however, original Tantra.s of

some historical value. The original Tantras were all spoken by Siva in his various

forms at the Kailasa momitain to Parvati in her various forms. But they were brought

down to earth by nine Nathas, human embodiments of the spirit of Siva. Adinatha

is one of these. Yogavija, attributed to him, is a work on the Tantrikayoga-praxis, by

which the Finite self can rise to the Infinite. It speaks of the Nathamarga or Nathism, a

form of Hindu-Buddliist Tantrika religion which, Hodgson says, was prevalent in

Northern India centuries before the Muhammadan conquest. Hodgson, however, in his

paper in the 18th Vol. of J. R. A. S., old series, does not sjjeak of any book. This work,

therefore, I consider to be a very interesting find. No less interesting is the work

^vl^tten in Transitional Gupta in the Durbar Library, Nepal, attributed to ilatsyendra-

natha or Macchyaghnapada, entitled Maha KaulajMnaviniscaya; but as the Tantra

works found in that Library have been described by me in a volume, I need not dwell

on them here.

Medicine.—A rare work on mcdiiine is the commentary on Vaidya Jivana i)y

Harinatha Gosvami the son of .Monuhara Gosvami and the grandson of Laksmldas
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Gosvami. The commentary was composed in Saipvat 1730 at Kusapur. Tlie com-

mentary is entitled Gudliarthadipika.

Miscellaneous.—.Miirkha=ataka is a humorous work in 26 verses, which describes

100 different kinds of Murkhas or fools. Tiie author thinks tliat a man who purchases

real property by borrowinc? money is a fool. A )nerchant who indulges in humour is a

fool. The man who expects affection from a Kayastha is a foul. One who goes to a

fortune-teller to seek his fortune is a fool. A man with a hoarse voice is a fool if he

attempts to sing. A beggar who longs for a hot dish is a fool, and so on.

Geographical works in Sanskrit are so rare that every scholar is hkely to welcome the

Satpancasatde.savibhaga which gives the names and the extent of 56 countries including

China and Tibet. The work seems to be part of some unknown Tantra, the speaker

being Sankara. The landmarks are not natural objects like rivers and mountains but

famous temples and places of pilgrimage. For instance, it speaks of Angadesa as com-

mencing from Vaidyanatha and ending at Bhuvanesvara. \'angadesa extends from

Vajragara to Brahmaputra.

In number 9829 there are two short works of great interest. One enumerates tlie

eleven Acaryas down to Saiikara, four of his disciples and the Sanyasis of different

denominations which j)roceeded from them ; the other enumerates the four mathas— (1)

Pascimamnaya, (2) Purvamnaya, (3) Uttaranmaya, and (4) Daksinaninaya, represented

by Saradamatha at Dvaraka, Bhogavardhanainatha at Puri, Jyoti-smanmatha at

Vadarikasrama and Srngerimatha at Ramesvara Ksettra. respectively. The following

are the Tirthas for the four fimniwas

—

(1) Gomati, (2) the Ocean, (3) Alakananda. and

(4) Tungabhadra. There is a fifth amnaya called Urdhvamnaya which has Sumeru for its

matlia, Kailasa for its ksettra, and Jivankala for its tirtha. The first four are real and

geographical, while tlie fifth is hypothetical and mj'thological. It seems that the

Tantrikas who came later than Saiikaracarya as sects took these names and elaborated

upon them.

Gajapati Purusottama Deva was a Sanskrit author of some repute about the end

of the 15th century. His Mukticintamani has been published. His work on Durgot-

sava is well kno\vn. In the present collection there is a third work Namamalika wliich

quotes from 66 different works and treats of the merits of various names of Hari.

Two manuscripts of the Syainikasastra, one with a commentary, have been

acquired. The work relates to the art of Hawking. It was composed by Rudradeva,

a King of Kurmacala, most probably in the 16th century.

The most important discovery made during these years is a copy, fragmentary

though, of Catuhsatika by Aryadeva, who flourished about the end of the .second century

A.D.jWith a commentary. Catuhiatika has no Chinese translation, but it has a Tibetan

translation. Professor Stcherbatskoi saw this manuscript and at once pronounced it to

be a great discovery. He advised me to go to Press at once, as European Scholars

would be anxious to have it. It has already been copied for the Press.

I need not give here tiie details of other manuscripts, as I am no^v engaged in

preparing a complete descrij)tive Catalogue of all the manuscripts, more than 10,000 in

number, acquired since the search was instituted in Bengal in the early seventies.

I have the honour to be*,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

HARArEASAD ShaSTRI,
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